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SYNOPSIS

Dominique is a domineering and possessive father who runs a pet store with his sister: Pet Paradise. When his already abusive relationship with his wife Cathy spins out of control, he flees with their children Clarisse and Ferdinand. Ensconced in a luxurious ski resort on the other side of the border, he creates a fantasy world to win back his kids, who nonetheless love him unconditionally.
Estelle Larrivaz begins in the Cinema as an actress. She plays in about twenty films among which Bar des Rails by Cedric Khan, Chacun cherche son chat by Cedric Klapisch, Beau Fixe by Christian Vincent, Irma vep by Olivier Assayass.

In 2001, she directed her first short, Notre Père..., followed by Ciudad Juarez (wed documentary, in collaboration with journalists from "Courrier International") that won further international awards.

Beast Paradise is his first film.
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DIRECTOR --------------------- ESTELLE LARRIVAZ
SCREENWRITER -------------- ESTELLE LARRIVAZ
& GUILLAUME DAPORTA
CINEMATOGRAPHY -------- GORDON SPOONER
EDITOR ---------------------- LYDIA DECOBERT
PRODUCTION DESIGNER--- ADRIEN GIRAUX
COSTUME DESIGNER ------- SOPHIE LIFSHITZ
SOUND ----------------------- YOHANN ANGELVY & LUC MEILLAND
PRODUCER ------------------- MATHIEU BOMPOINT
MEZZANINE FILMS
COUNTRIES ------------------ FRANCE
DURATION ------------------ 103 MINUTES
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